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ABSTRACT
Image encryption plays a paramount part to guarantee classified transmission and capacity of image over web.
Then again, a real-time image encryption confronts a more noteworthy test because of vast measure of
information included. This paper defines the digital image security requirements, and investigates the proposed
mechanism from watermarking, steganography, and encryption algorithms. The conducted investigation aims to
highlight the features, weaknesses, strengths, and limitations as well, and compare between these mechanisms in
term of defined criteria.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

Nowadays, information security is becoming more important in data storage and transmission. Images
are widely used in different-different processes. Therefore, the security of image data from unauthorized
uses is important. Image encryption plays an important role in the field of information hiding. Image
encryption method prepared information unreadable. Therefore, no hacker or eavesdropper, including
server administrators and others, have access to original message or any other type of transmitted
information through public networks such as internet.
Steganography, Cryptography and Watermarking are well known and widely used to hide the original
message. Steganography is used to embed message within another object known as a cover work, by
tweaking its properties; By using Cryptography sender convert plaintext to cipher text by using
Encryption key and other side receiver decrypt cipher text to plain text. Digital watermarking is a
technique for inserting information (the watermark) into an image (visible or invisible) [1].
The paper’s structure could be explained as follows: Section II summarises the security system aims.
Section III discusses the image protection techniques. Next three chapters will discuss the cryptography,
steganography, and watermarking; respectively. Section VII, provide a comparison between these
techniques. Finally, Section VIII and Section IX will sum up the study outcomes and highlights the
future work.

II.

SECURITY SYSTEM AIMS

Cryptography provides a number of security goals to ensure the privacy of data, non-alteration of data
and so on. Due to the great security advantages of cryptography it is widely used today. Following are
the various goals of cryptography [2].
-

Access control: Only the authorized parties have the ability to access the given information.
Confidentiality Information in computer is transmitted and must be accessed only by the
authorized party and not by anyone else.
Authentication: The information received by any system has to check the identity of the sender
that whether the information is arriving from an authorized person or a false identity.
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III.

Non-repudiation: Ensures that neither the sender, nor the receiver of message should be able to
deny the transmission.
Integrity: the authorized party is able to modify the data. Any alteration process must be
detected by the data owner.

IMAGE PROTECTION TECHNIQUES

There are many security systems have been developed in order to protect and maintain specific security
features; such as, integrity, safety, access control and others.[2] These systems could be classified into
two main categories (The cryptography techniques, and the data hiding techniques), as Figure 1.

Figure 1. Image Protection techniques

The cryptography techniques depend on the cipher theory; when some mathematical equations applied
to the original data in order to make in understand form. These techniques will be reviewed in section
IV. The other category is the data hiding, these techniques can be divided into two type of groups,
depending on the objectives of techniques. The techniques that aim to hide information inside other
information via embedding these information; the second technique usually aim to stamp the
information, in order to prove the information ownership [3-5]. Figure 3 illustrates the information
hiding techniques based on the security system objectives.

Figure 2. Image hiding techniques based on the objectives [2]
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IV.

CRYPTOGRAPHY

Cryptography is the science or study of techniques of secret writing and message hiding
(Dictionary.com 2009). Cryptography is as broad as formal linguistics which obscure the meaning from
those without formal training. It is also as specific as modern encryption algorithms used to secure
transactions made across digital networks. Cryptography constitutes any method in which someone
attempts to hide a message, or the meaning thereof, in some medium.
Encryption is one specific element of cryptography in which one hides data or information by
transforming it into an undecipherable code. Encryption typically uses a specified parameter or key to
perform the data transformation. Some encryption algorithms require the key to be the same length as
the message to be encoded, yet other encryption algorithms can operate on much smaller keys relative
to the message. Decryption is often classified along with encryption as it's opposite. Decryption of
encrypted data results in the original data [1,7]. A cipher is an algorithm, process, or method for
performing encryption and decryption. A cipher has a set of well-defined steps that can be followed to
encrypt and decrypt messages. The operation of a cipher usually depends largely on the use of an
encryption key. The key may be any auxiliary information added to the cipher to produce certain
outputs. Technically, the cryptography approaches could be categorised into two main categories as
shows into Figure 3 illustrates encryption types and their algorithms as well [8].

Figure 3. Cryptography Categorisation

The symmetric key, sometimes called private-key, encryption cipher is any algorithm in which the key
for encryption is trivially related to the key used for decryption. An analogy of this is a typical
mechanical lock. The same key that engages the lock can disengage it. To protect anything valuable
behind the lock, the key must be given to each member securely. If an unintended person obtains access
to the key, he or she will have full access to what is being secured by the lock. There are several modern
algorithms that implement a symmetric key encryption scheme [9]. One method of symmetric key
encryption is a stream cipher, where a stream of random, or pseudo- random, numbers are combined
with the original message. Specific stream ciphers include: One-Time Pad, linear Feedback Shift
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Register (LFSR), Liner Congruential, and RC4. RC4 is the most widely-used stream cipher and is used
in Secure Socket Layer (SSL) and Wired Equivalent Privacy (WEP) [10-12].
Another method of symmetric key encryption is a block cipher, which operates on a fixed of bits. When
encrypting, a block cipher takes a set amount of bits (i.e. 128 outputs a corresponding same size (i.e.
128 cipher is controlled by the encryption/decryption DES, and AES. AES is an encryption standard
adopted by the U.S. government and has been approved by the National Security Agency (NSA) for
encryption of "top secret" information. Many current methods of symmetric key encryption employ
both stream and block schemes [1].
The RSA encryption, named for the surnames of the inventors, relies on multiplication and
exponentiation being much faster than prime factorization. The entire protocol is built from two large
prime numbers. These prime numbers are manipulated to give a public key and private key. Once these
keys are generated they can be used many times. Typically one keeps the private key and publishes the
public key. Anyone can then encrypt a message using the public key and sent it to the creator of the
keys. This person then uses the private key to decrypt the message. Only the one possessing the private
key can decrypt the message. One of the special numbers generated and used in RSA encryption is the
modulus, which is the product of the two large primes. In order to break this system, one must compute
the prime factorization of the modulus, which results in the two primes. The strength of RSA encryption
depends on the difficultly to produce this prime factorization. RSA Encryption is the most widely used
asymmetric key encryption system used for electronic commerce protocols [13-14].

Figure 4. Encryption process

V.

STEGANOGRAPHY

Steganography is derived from the Greek for covered writing and essentially means “to hide in plain
sight”. According to [3] steganography is the art and science of communicating in such a way that the
presence of a message cannot be detected. Simple steganography techniques have been in use for
hundreds of years, but with the increasing use of files in an electronic format new techniques for
information hiding have become possible. Large scale steganography, performed with computers, is
typically based on human undeterminable numbers. For example, the typical audio WAV file represents
one audio sample with a 16-bit number ranging from 0 to 65535 [15]. A person could split up the secret
message into it bits and embed them one at a time into each audio sample, thus only changing the
amplitude of the sample by 1. This means that if an actual audio sample was represented by 12345 it
could only change by one. The human ear is very far from hearing this change. In this way, the secret
message is put into the audio file without noticeable change and without altering the file's size. A
random person would not be able to tell that an embedded message even exists. This is where the phrase
"security through obscurity" comes from. An encrypted message is easily seen as encrypted and a
cryptographer can begin working on decrypting it. In comparison, a message embedded into a picture,
audio, or video file can pass right by without being noticed [16].
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Figure 5. Steganography process

VI.

WATERMARKING

Digital watermarking is a technique for inserting information (the watermark) into an image (visible or
invisible). Visible water marking Decryption Key. The idea is to change the text in to format which is
not easy to decrypt without decryption key, changing the alphabets with another alphabets or make a
key to arrange the alphabets. Generally, organization put their logo or seal which holds rights of the
organization of image [17].

Figure 6. Watermarking process

VII.

COMPARISON

Steganography and encryption are both used to ensure data confidentiality [18]. However the main
difference between them is that with encryption anybody can see that both parties are communicating
in secret. Steganography hides the existence of a secret message and in the best case nobody can see
that both parties are communicating in secret. This makes steganography suitable for some tasks for
which encryption isn’t, such as copyright marking. Adding encrypted copyright information to a file
could be easy to remove but embedding it within the contents of the file itself can prevent it being easily
identified and removed. Steganography provides a means of secret communication which cannot be
removed without significantly altering the data in which it is embedded. The embedded data will be
confidential unless an attacker can find a way to detect it.
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Table 1. Image protection techniques comparison
Criteria
Cryptography
Steganography
Watermarking
Authentication
Retrieve data
Retrieve data
cross correlation
Confidentiality
Yes
Yes
No
integrity
No
Yes
yes
Un-removability
Yes
Yes
no
Input
1 file
2 files
1 file
Output
Encrypted file
Stego-file
Watermarked-file
Key
Yes
Optional
No
Visibility
Always
Never
Sometimes
Application
Universal
Universal
Universal
Identification
Naked eye
No
Naked eye

VIII.

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

To sum up, Digital watermarking is similar to a stamp which is applied on images, videos, audio,
programs, or documents to prove the ownership. It is similar to the traditional watermark and is
detectable only under certain conditions. Most of these digital watermarks are made invisible to the
human eye but can be detected by the software. The digital watermarks have to be very robust. Illegal
parties will try to remove the watermarks. Hence it is very important that the digital watermarks should
be made robust. Watermark should remain unchanged even when it undergoes manipulation, copying,
recording, compression, decompression, encryption, decryption, or distribution. One prerequisite is that
the watermark should not affect the original content in anyway. Steganography aims to transmit secret
messages through some unrelated content. The intended message is hidden inside the cover page. The
latter has to be discarded by the receiver. The above two methods steganography and digital
watermarking hide data. It is essential to understand at this point the difference between digital
watermarking and steganography. The main aim of digital watermarking is to protect intellectual
property rights and authentication of the content which is being transmitted or distributed. In digital
watermarking, the watermark is always related to the content and both the content and the watermark
are essential to the receiver. On the other hand, in steganography, there is no relation between the
innocent looking content and the embedded secret message. The content is of no use to the receiver.
The receiver has to extract the embedded secret message. Both steganography and watermarking hide
data. This is different from the traditional concept of encryption where either the entire content is
encrypted or an encrypted signature is added to the content. While the former restricts the free flow of
the communication and also alerts hackers to the presence of encrypted data, the latter is susceptible to
easy detection and removal of the encrypted signature.

IX.

FUTURE WORK

It is obvious that Future work will involve further investigation to examine these challenges and provide
a better understanding of the existing cryptography and steganography algorithms. The further
investigation will help to develop approaches/ algorithms that capable to solve these limitations and
overcome the identified obstacles.
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